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I. I NTRODUCTION
Current software for AI development requires the use of
programming languages to develop intelligent agents. This
can be disadvantageous for AI designers, as their work needs
to be debugged and treated as a generic piece of software
code. Moreover, such approaches are designed for experts;
often requiring a steep initial learning curve, as they are
tailored for programmers. This can be also disadvantageous
for implementing transparency to agents, an important ethical
consideration [1], [2], as additional work is needed to expose
and represent information to end users.
We are working towards the development of a new editor,
ABOD3. It allows the graphical visualisation of Behaviour
Oriented Design based plans [3], including its two major
derivatives: Parallel-rooted, Ordered Slip-stack Hierarchical
(POSH) and Instinct [4].
The new editor is designed to allow not only the development of reactive plans, but also to debug such plans in real time
to reduce the time required to develop an agent. This allows
the development and testing of plans from a same application.
II. B EHAVIOUR O RIENTED D ESIGN
Behaviour Oriented Design (BOD) [5], [6] takes inspiration
both from the well-established programming paradigm objectoriented design (ODD) and Behaviour-Base AI (BBAI) [7],
to provide a concrete architecture for developing complete,
complex agents (CCAs), with multiple conflicting goals and
mutual-exclusive means of achieving those goals. BBAI was
first introduced by Brooks [7], where intelligence is decomposed into simple, robust modules, each expressing capabilities, actions such as movement, rather than mental entities
such as knowledge and thought.
Bryson’s BOD is a cognitive architecture which promotes
behaviour decomposition, code modularity and reuse, making
the development of intelligent agents easier. BOD describes
the agent’s behaviour into multiple modules forming a behaviour library. Each module can have a set of expressed
behaviours called acts, actions, perceptions, learning, and
memory. Behaviour modules also store their own memories,
i.e. sensory experiences.

Action selection is forced by competition for resources. If
no such competition exists, the behaviour modules are able to
work in parallel enforcing the long-term goals of the agent
A. POSH
POSH planning is the action selection for reactive planning
derivative of BOD. POSH combines faster response times
similar to reactive approaches for BBAI with goal-directed
plans. A POSH plan consists of the following plan elements:
1) Drive Collection (DC): It contains a set of Drives and
is responsible for giving attention to the highest priority
Drive. To allow the agent to shift and focus attention,
only one Drive can be active in any given cycle.
2) Drive (D): Allows for the design and pursuit of a specific
behaviour as it maintains its execution state. The trigger
is a precondition, a primitive plan element called Sense,
determining if the drive should be executed by using a
sensory input.
3) Competence (C): Contains one or more Competence
Elements (CE), each of which has a priority and a
releaser. A CE may trigger the execution of another
Competence, an Action Pattern, or a single Action.
4) Action Pattern (AP): Used to reduce the computational
complexity of search within the plan space and to allow
a coordinated fixed sequential execution of a set of
Actions.
B. Instinct
The Instinct Planner is a reactive planner based on the
POSH planner. It includes several enhancements taken from
more recent papers extending POSH [8]. In an Instinct plan,
an AP contains one or more Action Pattern Elements (APE),
each of which has a priority, and links to a specific Action,
Competence, or another AP.
III. T HE P LAN E DITOR
The editor provides a customisable user interface (UI) aimed
at supporting both the development and debugging of agents.
Plan elements, their subtrees, and debugging-related information can be hidden, to allow different levels of abstraction and
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present only relevant information. The graphical representation
of the plan can be generated automatically, and the user can
override its default layout by moving elements to suit his needs
and preferences. The simple UI and customisation allows the
editor to be employed not only as a developer’s tool, but also
to present transparency related information to the end users,
helping them to develop more accurate mental models of the
agent.
Alpha testers have already used ABOD3 in experiments to
determine the effects of transparency on the mental models
formed by humans [9], [10]. Their experiments consisted of
a non-humanoid robot, powered by the BOD-based Instinct
reactive planner. They have demonstrated that subjects, if they
also see an accompanying display of the robot’s real-time
decision making as provided by ABOD3, can show marked
improvement in the accuracy of their mental model of a
robot observed. They concluded that providing transparency
information by using ABOD3 does help users to understand
the behaviour of the robot, calibrating their expectations.
Plan elements flash as they are called by the planner and
glow based on the number of recent invocations of that
element. Plan elements without any recent invocations start
dimming down, over a user-defined interval, until they return
back to their initial state. This offers abstracted backtracking
of the calls. Sense information and progress towards a goal are
displayed. Finally, ABOD3 provides integration with videos of
the agent in action, synchronised by the time signature within
the recorded transparency feed.

Fig. 2. System Architecture Diagram of ABOD3, showing its modular design.
All of ABOD3 was written in Java, to ensure cross-platform compatibility.
APIs allows the expansion of the software to support additional BOD planners
for real-time debugging, BOD based plans, and User Interfaces. The editor
aims, through personalisation, to support roboticists, games AI developers,
and even end users.

also be debugged in a similar manner to the way in which
traditional, non-intelligent software is commonly debugged.
The developer would be able to see which actions the agent
is selecting, why this is happening, and how it moves from
one action to the other. This is similar to the way in which
popular Integrated Development Environments (IDEs) provide
options to follow different streams of code with debug points.
Moreover, we will enhance its plan design capabilities by
introducing new views, to view and edit specific types of planelements and through a public beta testing to gather feedback
by both experienced and inexperienced AI developers.
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Fig. 1. The ABOD3 Graphical Transparency Tool displaying an Instinct plan
in debugging mode. The highlighted elements are the ones recently called by
the planner. The intensity of the glow indicates the number of recent calls.
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